Surfing Tsunamis of Change

"Becoming and Teaching Change Agents"
with Shanah Trevenna

WCC Faculty, Staff & Admin
Tuesday, March 8, 2011
1:00pm to 3:45pm
Akoakoa 101-103

1:00–2:00 Presentation: Affecting Positive Change
2:00–2:15 Break with Refreshments
2:15–3:45 Workshop: Applying Axioms of Change
on Campus, at Home & in the Community

RSVP online: tinyurl.com/SurfingTsunamis
(rsvp appreciated, but not required)
The 7th Generation Wo Learning Champions Present:

**Becoming and Teaching Change Agents**

with Shanah Trevenna

for

WCC Faculty, Staff & Admin

Tuesday, March 8, 2011

1:00 - 3:45pm

Akoakoa 101-103

Designed specifically for the UHCCs, this presentation and workshop will provide useful strategies for surfing the tsunamis of change. Shanah Trevenna will share engaging research and proven strategies for overcoming barriers to change. Hear about the axioms Shana identified to empower individuals, organizations, businesses, and communities to truly enjoy the process of change while shaping a *thrivable* future.

**1:00–2:00  Presentation: Affecting Positive Change**

Hear Shanah’s own inspiring story about affecting positive change. She’ll relate her discoveries about laying the foundation for creating change and enjoying change in all aspects of life, including cultivating student and campus leaders and how developing change agent skills will affect the future.

**2:00–2:15  Break with Refreshments**

**2:15–3:45  Workshop: Applying Axioms of Change**

Shanah will begin by leading you through an exercise on overcoming barriers to change in your own life. Then we’ll brainstorm opportunities for change on campus, and work together in small groups toward making things happen!

*RSVP online: tinyurl.com/SurfingTsunamis*

rsvp appreciated, but not required

*Note: While we encourage you to attend the presentation and workshop, please feel free to attend either – they can be enjoyed independently.*

Shana Trevenna holds a degree in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Western Ontario and a Masters degree in Urban Planning from the University of Hawai‘i at Manoa. In 2009, Hawaii Business Magazine named her one of five people that will shape Hawai‘i for the next 50 years. The American College Professional Association named her their 2010 National Sustainability champion.